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UOB Green and
Sustainable Trade Financing,  
simplifying sustainable 
financing for business



A fast and seamless process for you to access sustainable financing

How does UOB simplify
sustainable financing?
We understand that accessing sustainable financing can be complex and companies are 
uncertain how to go about doing it. 

This is why we have developed: 

Through UOB Green and Sustainable Trade Financing, we simplify sustainable financing for 
you and set your business toward long-term success.

Insights and tools to equip you with the knowledge to make 
informed decisions

Tailored solutions that simplify implementation of sustainable practices



UOB Green and Sustainable Trade Financing helps businesses become a part of the green and 
sustainable supply chain. We provide a clear and guided process to assess eligible green and 
sustainable activities and recognise industry certifications within targeted sectors*. 

Eligible companies in Singapore are availed short-term trade and working capital solutions. 
These trade facilities will support buyers and sellers by covering both import procurement
as well as export sales, thereby opening up more business opportunities.

*The targeted sectors include Building Material Suppliers, Circular Inputs and Design, Climate Change Adaptation, Energy Efficiency, 
Green Transport, Material and Resource Recovery, Product Lifetime Extension, Renewable Energy, Sustainable Aquaculture, Sustainable 
Food Ingredients, Sustainable Forestry and Paper Products, Sustainable Palm Oil, Sustainable Water Management and Treatment, Waste 
Management. 

Visit www.uobgroup.com/sustainable-financing to view the full list of sectors. 

What does UOB Green and 
Sustainable Trade Financing do?



What are the benefits you 
can expect?

A wide spectrum of sectors are recognised, allowing for more businesses 
to be eligible for sustainable financing.

Capture new end-consumers or enhance sustainability credentials
in the supply chain.

A full suite of shorter-term trade and working capital facilities,
tailored to your needs.

Our trusted partnerships with government boards and our long-term commitment to clients, 
allow you to future-proof your business and tap on more opportunities.



* Visit www.uobgroup.com/sustainable-financing to view the complete list of sectors.
** ‘Green’ certifications that are UOB-recognised and within scope of identified sectors.

What are the necessary steps 
to qualify?

Firstly, you must fulfil one of these criteria:

- Company belongs to a ‘green sector’.*
- Goods and services with ‘eligible green and sustainable certifications’.**

- You need to report on the use of funds and also the positive impact achieved. 
- You must continue to adhere to representations and warranties as well as ensure 
   the validity of certifications.

- UOB will work through the guidelines set out in the framework with you.
- Together, we will align on green and sustainable objectives.
- We will review the guiding principles for use of proceeds and required reporting.

Once all the necessary documentation has been completed and approved, 
UOB will disburse the Green and Sustainable Financing facilities to you.

What’s next if you are eligible?

When will UOB Green and Sustainable Trade Financing 
facilities be disbursed?

What’s next?

Are you eligible?
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UOB. Simplifying sustainable financing for business.

To get more information, scan the QR code and 
a Relationship Manager will be in touch with you.


